Detection of fiducial gold markers for automatic on-line megavoltage position verification using a marker extraction kernel (MEK).
In this study automatic detection of implanted gold markers in megavoltage portal images for on-line position verification was investigated. A detection method for fiducial gold markers, consisting of a marker extraction kernel (MEK), was developed. The detection success rate was determined for different markers using this MEK. The localization accuracy was investigated by measuring distances between markers, which were fixed on a perspex template. In order to generate images comparable to images of patients with implanted markers, this template was placed on the skin of patients before the start of the treatment. Portal images were taken of lateral prostate fields at 18 MV within 1-2 monitor units (MU). The detection success rates for markers of 5 mm length and 1.2 and 1.4 mm diameter were 0.95 and 0.99 respectively when placed at the beam entry and 0.39 and 0.86 when placed at the beam exit. The localization accuracy appears to be better than 0.6 mm for all markers. Automatic marker detection with an acceptable accuracy at the start of a radiotherapy fraction is feasible. Further minimization of marker diameters may be achieved with the help of an a-Si flat panel imager and may increase the clinical acceptance of this technique.